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Docket ID No. EPA'-HQ=©AR 2003-0114 
Standards of -Performance for New Stationary Sources and Emission Guidelines for 

Existing Sources: Commercial and Industrial Solid Waste Incineration Units 

Dear Docket Administrator- 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this proposal. The proposed revisions to 
the December 2000 new source performance standards and emission guidelines for new and 
existing commercial and industrial solid waste incineration (CISWI) units would reduce 
missions: of a number of toxic air pollutants, including mercury; dioxin, and.other hazardous . air 
pollutants . The New York State Department of Envi=onrnental Conservation (DEC} generally 
supports and submits the following specific comments on this proposal ; 

1 . Number of potentially affected units : The DEC disagrees with, the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) estimate of the population of potentially 
affected units (75 FR 31951) . The proposal lists apopu.lation of 176 unitsnationwide 
that are potentially affected by'this rule, with one such unit located in New York State. 
However, the DEC is aware of several units in New York State that are not included in 
this estimate based on the proposed affected subeategories. It appears that EPA may 
have significantly under estimated the number of potentially affected facilities . How did 
EPA detenrtiiie the population of potentially affected sources, and how do they plan to 
address this discrepancy? 

2. Burn-off oven subcategory: The DEC requests further clarification of the burn-off oven 
subcategory. The pr'earrmble states the following regarding bum-off ovens : 

The amount of waste combusted in these units is generally small (pounds per 
year in some cases) and the configuration of stacks that, serve these units 
precludes the use of some EPA test methods for measuring emissions and could 
affect the ability to install certain control devices. (75 FR 31951 - Emphasis 
added) 
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The DEC requests that a minimum size applicability threshold be established for this 
subcategory. The small amount of waste combusted by many units in this subcategory 
results in insignificant emissions that may be difficult to quantify, collect and control. 

The DEC also requests further clarification of how EPA anticipates these units will be 
monitored and tested given the above stated difficulty. Specifically, what alternative test 
methods and control strategies should be applied to these units? ' 

3 . Amended exemption provisions : EPA has proposed to revise the existing exemption 
provisions for several source categories in the proposed rule (75 FR 31948, 75 FR 
31959) . DEC submits the following specific comments on these proposed changes: 

a. Removal of the laboratory analysis unit exemption: The DEC is concerned 
that the removal of this exemption has the potential to create a large number of 
facilities that are subject to the CISWI rule . ~ The DEC is aware of several types of 
laboratory analysis units that employ combustion as a part of their analysis . 
These generally process extremely small amounts of material, grams per day in 
some cases, and do not vent directly to the outdoor air. These units are typically 
used for specific laboratory operations with no apparent alternative, should the 
cost of compliance be too great. 

These units are typically operated at facilities otherwise exempt from regulation 
that fall outside the DEC's purview. A significant effort would need to be 
undertaken to locate each affected unit and ensure that it complied with the final 
standards . 

The DEC requests that EPA provide a clear definition of what constitutes a 
laboratory analysis unit in the final rule, and set a reasonable minimum size 
applicability threshold . The DEC also requests guidance as to which of the 
proposed subcategories laboratory analysis units belong, an explanation of how 
they are typically controlled, and a listing of affected units . 

b. Removal of the chemical recovery unit exemption : The proposal states that the 
exemption for chemical recovery units included in the original CISWI rule is also 
removed by the revisions. The DEC requests clarification on which subcategory 
applies to chemical recovery units and whether the only affected units are those 
listed in the original exemption language . The DEC also requests that EPA 
clearly define the universe of affected units in the final rule . 

4. Opacity limits : EPA requested comment on the appropriateness of setting opacity limits 
for CISWI units (75 FR 31956) . The DEC believes that it is appropriate to set opacity 
limits for CISWI units . However, the DEC is concerned about the opacity limits 
proposed. The proposed limits for new and existing CISWI units range from 1 % to 13%. 
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Compliance is to be determined by performance testing using EPA reference Method 9 . 
It is the understanding of the DEC that Method 9 is only accurate within 5% increments, 
which will lead to difficulty in accurately determining compliance . Accordingly, the 
DEC requests that EPA set the opacity limits in increments of five percent. 

5. EPA's intentions regarding the combustion of used oil: There are a large number of 
facilities in New York State that combust used oil in a wide variety of units, ranging from 
small space heaters to large industrial combustion units. The DEC is concerned that 
EPA's inclusion of used oil not meeting the specifications in 40 CFR §279.11 as solid 
waste has the potential to classify a significant number of these existing units as CISWI 
units. 

Clarification is needed regarding EPA's intent and application on this issue. Is it EPA's 
intention for all facilities combusting used oil to test it for compliance with the referenced 
specification? The DEC is concerned that mandatory testing will place an unnecessary 
burden on small businesses that must pay for testing of used oil generated on site, 'and 
find an alternate method of disposal for any that does not meet the referenced 
specifications . 

These facilities often have insignificant emissions, and therefore fall outside DEC's 
purview . EPA should consider an approach that sets a minimum size applicability 
threshold such that it would capture only the larger facilities combusting off-spec used 

oil . 

6. Amended exemption provisions : EPA requested comment on the removal of units 
which are statutorily exempt from the definition of solid waste incineration unit under 
Section 129 from the exemption provisions of this proposal (75 FR 31960). The DEC 
anticipates that the removal of this language will create confusion when an entity is 
attempting to determine whether or not the proposed rule is applicable to their operations. 
As such, language referencing statutorily exempt units should be retained in the final 
rule. 

7 . The use of multi-metals CEMS in lieu of initial performance testing: EPA requested 
comment on the use of multi-metals CEMS in lieu of initial performance testing coupled 
with PM CEMS and other surrogates (75 FR 31962) . The DEC does not support this 
proposed method of establishing initial compliance. The DEC believes that multi-metals 
and PM CEMS are inadequate to indicate the complex nature of.incinerator emissions . 

S . The proposed rule's relationship to pyrolysis and gasification units : The DEC has 
noticed an increase in the number of proposed pyrolysis and/or gasification units that use 
solid waste as a fuel . The resulting syngas, liquid, and/or solid residues are then used for 
energy generation or offered for sale as fuel . How are these units affected by the 
proposed rule, and which proposed subcategory regulates their emissions? 
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9. Responsibility for non-waste determinations under a state plan implementing the 
emission guidelines : The DEC requests clarification of the responsibility for non-waste 
determinations under a state plan implementing the emission guidelines. Will EPA retain 

the authority to review and issue such determinations, or are state agencies responsible 
for them? The DEC requests that EPA develop and issue formal guidance explaining this 

process. . 

In summary, the DEC generally supports this proposal, but does have several concerns 
that should be addressed in the final revisions to the CISWI new source performance standards 
and emissions guidelines . Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this proposal . 

Director, Division of Air Resources 
id J. Shaw 


